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Innovative new technologies often arrive on waves of breathless marketing
Dire warnings about
the privacy risks
associated with new
technologies
routinely fail to
materialize, yet
because memories
fade, the cycle of
hysteria continues to
repeat itself.

hype. They are frequently touted as “disruptive!”, “revolutionary!”, or
“game-changing!” before businesses and consumers actually put them to
practical use. The research and advisory firm Gartner has dubbed this
phenomenon the “hype cycle.” It is so common that many are
conditioned to see right through it. But there is a corollary to the hype
cycle for new technologies that is less well understood and far more
pernicious. It is the cycle of panic that occurs when privacy advocates
make outsized claims about the privacy risks associated with new
technologies. Those claims then filter through the news media to
policymakers and the public, causing frenzies of consternation before
cooler heads prevail, people come to understand and appreciate innovative
new products and services, and everyone moves on. Call it the “privacy
panic cycle.”
Dire warnings about the privacy risks associated with new technologies routinely fail to
materialize, yet because memories fade, the cycle of hysteria continues to repeat itself.
Unfortunately, the privacy panic cycle can have a detrimental effect on innovation. First,
by alarming consumers, unwarranted privacy concerns can slow adoption of beneficial new
technologies. For example, 7 out of 10 consumers said they would not use Google Glass,
the now discontinued wearable head-mounted device, because of privacy concerns.1
Second, overwrought privacy fears can lead to ill-conceived policy responses that either
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purposely hinder or fail to adequately promote potentially beneficial technologies. For
example, U.S. policymakers have delayed the adoption of various public sector
technologies, from smart meters to electronic identification, in part because of the
pushback these technologies have received from privacy advocates.2
This report describes the common trajectory of the privacy panic cycle and illustrates how
inflated privacy concerns have played out for a number of well-known technologies. It
looks at what causes the panic cycle and how certain factors have amplified the trend in
recent years. Finally, it discusses the need for policymakers to understand this phenomenon
so they do not mistakenly implement policies detrimental to innovation based on
exaggerated fears.

UNCHECKED FEARS SLOW TECHNOLOGICAL PROGRESS
People have the tendency to fear the unknown and accept the commonplace. A “mass
moral panic” occurs when one section of society distrusts or fears the choices made by
others and believes these choices pose a risk to the society as a whole.3 A “techno-panic” is
an extension of this idea, and it occurs when a segment of society fears some aspect of
technological change.4 Often, the fears center on an anticipated problem that does not
come to pass: at various points in time, people thought that reading novels could corrupt
the “morals of many a promising youth”; that movies could make children lead “dissolute
lives”; and that the telephone could make people lazy.5 While society eventually overcomes
techno-panics, they can significantly slow the pace of technological progress, imposing real
costs on society in the process.
Today, consumers routinely use technologies that at one point some segment of society
deeply distrusted, including telephones, toll roads, loyalty cards, cameras, RFID cards, and
even computers. For example, when the Kodak portable camera was introduced in 1888, it
quickly set off a panic over privacy concerns. People were horrified that tactless shutterbugs
would take embarrassing photographs of them without their permission. Even President
Theodore Roosevelt upbraided this use of the technology, telling a boy who tried to take
his picture during his first week in office, “You ought to be ashamed of yourself.”6 Yet
today most Americans carry pocket-sized devices with cameras everywhere they go and no
one gives it a second thought.

THE PRIVACY PANIC CYCLE
Most people are willing to make tradeoffs between privacy and other values, such as
convenience or cost-savings, but some are not. Those few—described by privacy researcher
Alan Westin as privacy fundamentalists—often react viscerally to new technologies out of
fear that they will result in diminished privacy.7 As privacy fundamentalists speak out about
their fears, these concerns creep into the public consciousness, and as they become widely
discussed, they eventually reach a fever pitch. However, as people begin to use the
technology, public understanding and appreciation of the technology grow and fears abate.
Over time, public concern about the technology fades because most consumers realize their
fears were misplaced, they use social norms to manage the technology, or they simply
accept the tradeoffs since the benefits so vastly outweigh the cost or inconvenience. In the
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end, only a small group of privacy fundamentalists continue to express privacy fears about
the technology. This standard chain of events is the privacy panic cycle (figure 1).
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Figure 1: Privacy panic cycle.

As new technology
starts to become
more well-known,
privacy
fundamentalists—
those individuals and
organizations with
deep commitments
to privacy regardless
of the costs—begin
to raise alarms.

The privacy panic cycle describes the recurring pattern of privacy fears that appear
following the introduction of a new technology. It charts how perceived privacy fears about
a technology grow rapidly at the beginning, but eventually decline over time. The privacy
panic cycle is divided into four stages: Trusting Beginnings, Rising Panic, Deflating Fears,
and Moving On. A number of different factors affect the duration and intensity of the
privacy panic cycle, and these will be discussed in the next section of the report.
Stage 1: Trusting Beginnings
The privacy panic cycle starts with the invention of a new technology. In the beginning,
only a core group of people have knowledge of a new technology. This group consists of
the inventors and innovators (the engineers and designers who are developing the
technology and beginning to commercialize it) and the “technorati” (people who closely
follow new technological developments). During this period, the technology has not yet
been widely deployed and privacy concerns are minimal.
As the technology starts to become more well-known outside of this relatively small circle,
privacy fundamentalists—those individuals and organizations with deep commitments to
privacy regardless of the costs—begin to raise alarms about the technology. These claims
are often hyperbolic or simply misleading. For example, Brad Templeton, the chairman of
the Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF), made a presentation about the “evils of cloud
computing” at a technology conference in 2009 where he admitted that many in the
audience likely knew nothing about the technology. 8 Similarly, the organization
Consumers Against Supermarket Privacy Invasion and Numbering (CASPIAN) described
radio frequency identification technology (RFID) as a technology much more powerful
than is actually the case, and as a harbinger of a dystopian future. 9 The public, not yet
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familiar with the technology, takes these claims at face value and panic begins. This marks
the “Point of Panic” and the end of the initial stage.
Stage 2: Rising Panic
Once privacy fundamentalists succeed in drawing negative attention to a technology, others
start fanning the flames of fear, either intentionally or unintentionally. This includes the
media who want to advance popular stories; politicians in search of hot issues to attract
voters; government regulators trying to maintain or gain relevancy; and researchers seeking
to advance their academic careers by becoming more well-known. Fear makes for excellent
click-bait, and as these groups try to promote their own self-interest by repeating the claims
of privacy fundamentalists and speaking out against the technology, they spread fear among
consumers. This stage is the Rising Panic stage.
Many individuals and organizations jump on the bandwagon during this stage, knowing
that making outrageous claims about privacy are a sure path to recognition. As a result, the
public often hears overblown fears with a false sense of urgency. Because of the crowded
field, the media tends to recognize those with the most outrageous claims, setting a pattern
whereby it continuously escalates the perceived implications, challenges, and threats
brought by the technology.10 Privacy fundamentalists spew hyperbolic and emotional
rhetoric that the media then repeats and amplifies. This stage has given rise to apocalyptic
and dystopian imagery for new technologies such as those invoking a “privacy Chernobyl,”
“Big Brother,” “the Mark of the Beast,” and “Stalkers, Inc.” (figure 2).11

Figure 2: Privacy imagery used to scare consumers. 12
.
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Policymakers then pick up these concerns, especially elected officials looking for issues with
popular appeal, and then repeat the same rhetoric as the privacy fundamentalists. Whether
through investigations, committee hearings, stakeholder groups, floor speeches, or oncamera interviews, these officials further elevate unreasonable privacy concerns. Likewise,
regulators often enthusiastically join the cycle, holding hearings, issuing reports, and giving
speeches, all warning that without their vigilant protection a privacy Armageddon is just
around the corner. These actions further feed the media frenzy, and consumers’ fears
continue to rise.
During Rising Panic, consumers are just beginning to understand the technology and its
benefits, making them more susceptible to false statements. In most cases, because they
have not had direct experience with the technology, privacy fundamentalists can make
virtually any claim about the technology without losing credibility. For example, RFID
opponents suffered little loss of reputation for routinely making false claims about the
technology, such as that the RFID tags typically used in supply chain management could
be read from 30 feet away.13

In most cases,
because consumers
have not had direct
experience with the
technology, privacy
fundamentalists can
make virtually any
claim without losing
credibility.

Privacy fears continue to climb until public understanding about the technology and its
benefits reaches a tipping point. Various external factors, such as changes in the level of
adoption and use of the technology, or disillusionment when fears never materialize, can
affect when this tipping point occurs. At the end of the Rising Panic stage, privacy fears
reach their zenith at the Height of Hysteria.
Stage 3: Deflating Fears
Eventually the public dismisses the privacy concerns associated with the technology. This
occurs as the technology becomes increasingly commonplace and interwoven into society.
This stage is called Deflating Fears, and it represents the period during which the general
public comes to embrace the technology and privacy concerns decline.
During Deflating Fears, new events may cause micro-panics—smaller panics that
myopically focus on the privacy concerns of one aspect of the technology or its integration
into society. For example, a new feature of a technology might generate renewed privacy
fears. These micro-panics push privacy concerns back to the forefront of public attention
through media buzz. However, the micro-panics quickly disappear or are forgotten about.
For example, while the Height of Hysteria for RFID technologies peaked in 2007, the issue
was brought to the forefront again in 2012 when a school in Texas implemented
mandatory RFID chips in its students’ ID badges.14 One student took issue with this
policy, and citing religious and privacy concerns, took the school to court. Despite the fact
that this episode succeeded in capturing the media spotlight for a few weeks, the story
quickly faded and consumer concern with RFID dissipated once again. These micro-panics
do not significantly impact the overall privacy panic cycle of the technology, but show that
at least some privacy fundamentalists continue to incite privacy fears even after the majority
of the population has moved on.
The third stage of the privacy panic cycle ends with the Point of Practicality, where illusory
privacy concerns have faded. At this point, the majority of the general public no longer
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believes the privacy claims made by privacy fundamentalists, and the technology has
reached a sufficient level of maturity that most people no longer express concerns about its
misuse. The technology is just part of life.
Stage 4: Moving On
In the final stage of the privacy panic cycle, the vast majority of consumers no longer
believe the privacy claims espoused by the privacy fundamentalists because they understand
the technology, appreciate its benefits, and no longer fear its misuse. While there may be
some lingering concerns with the technology, they are far more muted, and they are likely
to be addressed with level-headed policy interventions.
For example, some web-based email providers display personalized ads based on automated
analysis of the content of users’ email messages.15 When Google first rolled out this feature
for its Gmail service in 2004, over 30 privacy-focused organizations wrote to the company
asking it to suspend the service until it addressed all of their privacy complaints.16 But as its
email service quickly become popular with tens of millions of consumers despite these
complaints, lawmakers and regulators did not intervene. Instead, they later began to review
general issues with privacy for users of cloud-based email services, such as different
standards for law enforcement access, and have proposed reasonable updates to the
Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA).17
However, even in this final stage, privacy fundamentalists still raise privacy concerns with
technologies, whether or not they are valid. But most organizations focused on privacy
recognize that if they are to stay relevant, especially to donors, they must find new
“products” for the next privacy panic cycle. For example, CASPIAN only moved on to
RFID after its initial efforts to oppose supermarket loyalty cards, which most consumers
readily accepted, fell short.18
As new technologies emerge, the panic cycle is likely to begin anew. For example, while the
portable camera was built in the late 1800s, developments to the technology—such
embedding cameras in cell phones or in wearable technology—elicited a new privacy
panic cycle.19

FACTORS INFLUENCING THE PRIVACY PANIC CYCLE
From the introduction of satellites to the dawning of the Internet, many technologies have
gone through privacy panic cycles of varying lengths and intensities. There are a number of
factors that affect the privacy panic cycle of a particular technology, including:




The level of technological obscurity
The level of trust in the producers or users of the technology
The perceived value of the technology

Level of Technological Obscurity
Consumers are more likely to fear technologies that they are less familiar with.20 It is easier
for privacy fundamentalists to create hyperbolic or false concerns about technologies that
the public has had little exposure to. For example, since most people do not know how
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GPS works, they may believe the false claim that it can be used to track individuals in realtime, even though it is not capable of transmitting location data, only of receiving it.21
When most people do not understand how a particular technology works, it is easy for
privacy fundamentalists to exacerbate privacy fear.
The rate at which consumers adopt a technology also affects the length of the privacy panic
cycle. Technology adoption breeds public familiarity with the technology, which, in turn,
decreases the obscurity of the technology and shortens the privacy panic cycle of that
technology. Sometimes, however, policymakers introduce laws or regulations limiting
the deployment of new technologies and thus lengthening the duration of the privacy
panic cycle.

If a technology offers
a clear social good,
then people are less
likely to demonize it,
although that by no
means stops privacy
fundamentalists
from trying.

Level of Trust in the Producers or Users of the Technology
Consumers’ fears about technology are exacerbated when the technology is produced or
used by organizations they distrust. For example, when the U.S. government rolled out the
ineptly named program Total Information Awareness—a data-mining program intended to
gather commercial information to prevent threats to national security—it was defunded
by Congress due to large public outcry generated by privacy fundamentalists.22 Similarly,
large iconic companies like Google and Facebook usually become a lightning rod for
privacy controversy, with privacy fundamentalists crying foul over almost every new
feature they introduce.23
Distrust of government has stalled the progress of many technologies. For example,
unwarranted fears that government will begin tracking motorists have derailed efforts to
implement vehicle miles traveled (VMT) taxes, a tax system that charges drivers fees based
on the amount they drive rather than on the amount of gasoline they purchase, even
though VMT technology would only report payment information and share no data about
a driver’s movements.24
The Perceived Value of the Technology
If the public recognizes that a new technology offers a lot of public value or consumer
benefits, the privacy panic cycle for that technology may be short. For example, consumers
quickly adopted mobile phones in spite of some privacy concerns because of the clear
benefits these devices offered. This is despite the fact that by virtue of the technology,
wireless carriers can triangulate the location of any subscriber. Likewise, when it came to
e-commerce, many people were initially hesitant to enter their credit card information into
a computer.25 However, this practice spread quickly when people realized the benefits of
e-commerce and understood that the risk of credit card misuse is actually lower online
than off.
If a technology offers a clear social good, then people are also less likely to demonize it,
although that by no means stops privacy fundamentalists from trying. For example, police
body-cameras present a privacy challenge because they record each interaction that an
officer has with civilians. For many years, privacy advocates resisted this technology.
However, given the recent rise in awareness of police abuse, citizens are much more open to
using this technology to increase accountability in U.S. law enforcement.26 Policymakers
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from both sides of the aisle have now endorsed this strategy as a means to reform police
institutions and build public trust.27

TRENDS INFLUENCING THE PRIVACY PANIC CYCLE
Over time the privacy panic cycle has gotten more intense for all technologies as major
factors have shaped society. There are a number of trends that have made the privacy panic
cycle more volatile over time. These factors include:






The Internet and social media
Privacy professionals
Privacy-focused companies
The news media
Privacy advocacy groups

The Internet and Social Media
The Internet, especially blogs and social media, has given more people a platform to share
their unfiltered opinions. Information is free to flow not only between mainstream media
outlets and the public, but also among bloggers, citizen journalists, online talking heads,
peers on social media, and other sources. This free exchange allows information about new
technologies and peoples’ reactions to those technologies to percolate through society at a
faster rate than before.
Furthermore, the Internet has made it easier to spread misinformation. Many websites,
citizen journalists, and blogs post unverified information. For example, one blog passed
around the idea that the Affordable Care Act, often referred to as Obamacare, was going to
force all U.S. citizens to be tagged with a chip to track them.28 Other media websites
discredited this information, but not before the post had almost 300,000 views and over
101,000 likes on Facebook.29 The story had originated from a satirical news website, called
the National Report, which the blogs had taken seriously.30 The Internet has also allowed
for groups to coalesce around ideas more easily. This has allowed groups like CASPIAN or
the EFF to spread dubious information while growing their membership base.31
Privacy Professionals
Led by organizations such as the International Association of Privacy Professionals, there is
now a professional class of people whose job is to manage privacy risks and promote the
idea that technology is becoming more invasive.32 These privacy professionals have a vested
interest in inflating the perceived privacy risk of new technologies as their livelihood
depends on businesses’ willingness to pay them to address these concerns. As with other
organized labor associations, their views often play an outsized role in policy and politics.
Privacy-Focused Companies
Many companies—from small start-ups to large tech giants—have begun selling products
and services to capitalize on consumer privacy concerns. For example, one privacy lawyerturned-entrepreneur launched a company to sell TrackOFF, software designed to allay
Internet users’ fears about surreptitious online tracking, while other companies sell
products designed to obscure license plates from red-light cameras.33 Because these
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companies have a vested interest in selling privacy protections, their efforts to grow their
businesses feed the privacy panic cycle. Venture capitalists have begun investing heavily in
some of these businesses, creating a strong financial incentive to continue overstating
privacy concerns.34
The News Media
Media companies, including newspapers, magazines, and other publishers, have a symbiotic
relationship with privacy advocates since doomsday predictions make for good headlines.
Some have even gone so far as to become part of the story by hiring privacy advocates to
generate the stories that their editors publish.35 Ironically, such “investigative reporting”
often turns up criticism that applies even to the parent company of these publishers.36
In addition, in today’s fast-paced, highly competitive media environment, many publishers
go with headlines that stand out, regardless of their merits. So rather than simply have a
story about an advocacy group that is pushing a particular perspective, a publisher will put
out a headline like “Everything is watching YOU.”37 Any nuance is completely lost in the
headline, which may be the only thing many people see in their social media feed.
Privacy Advocacy Groups
The number of advocacy groups focused on priv acy issues has grown significantly in recent
years (figure 3). Some of these advocacy groups have an incentive to find cause for alarm,
even where none might exist, and to raise consumer privacy fears in order to attract
additional funding and validate their mission.38 Others exaggerate privacy concerns in an
effort to pressure companies to agree to pay a settlement in class action lawsuits brought
against them—payments that may go to privacy advocacy organizations. For example, the
Electronic Frontier Foundation and the Center for Democracy and Technology each
received half a million dollars as a result of a class action settlement with Facebook
concerning the privacy implications of one of its features. 39
Privacy Advocacy Groups

Year Founded

Electronic Frontier Foundation

1990

Privacy International

1990

Privacy Rights Clearinghouse

1992

Electronic Privacy Information Center

1994

Center for Democracy and Technology

1994

Consumers Against Supermarket Privacy Invasion
and Numbering (CASPIAN)

1999

International Association of Privacy Professionals

2000

Center for Digital Democracy

2001
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Common Sense Media

2003

Patient Privacy Rights

2004

Future of Privacy Forum

2008

Georgetown Center on Privacy and Technology

2014

Figure 3: U.S.-based privacy advocacy groups founded since 1990.

THE PRIVACY PANIC CYCLE IN ACTION
The privacy panic cycle applies to many technologies, new and old. Examining the
historical record makes clear that privacy concerns about technology are not new, and that
these concerns generally dissipate over time without the need for policymakers to intervene.
Portable Cameras
In addition to having inspired many modern concepts about privacy, the portable camera
provides a notable example of the privacy panic cycle.40 In 1888, George Eastman invented
the Kodak camera, the original portable camera.41 Unlike with other cameras at the time,
subjects no longer had to maintain a pose for upwards of one minute.42 This small, handheld contraption cost $25, a large amount of money at that time, but still less than the cost
of the older wet-plate cameras.43 It offered simplicity and reliability. The camera came with
100 shots preinstalled. When the owner was done he or she could ship the entire camera
back to the factory and the company would reload it and send it back.44 This was
summarized in the original Kodak slogan: “You press the button, we do the rest.”45 This
was the start of the Kodak camera’s Trusting Beginnings stage.

Figure 4: Kodak camera advertisement in 188946
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Figure 5: The privacy panic cycle of the portable camera.

With the introduction of the portable camera, suddenly photography was everywhere.
People took their cameras outside to parks, beaches, and fairs. These amateur
photographers were captivated by the newfound ability to capture everyday motion, candid
photos, and “snap shots.” Because of the relatively low price, convenience, and simplicity of
the Kodak, photography became a fixture of American culture, leading the Chicago Tribune
to proclaim in 1897, “The craze is spreadin g fearfully. Chicago has had many fads whose
careers have been brilliant but brief. But when amateur photography came, it came to
stay.”47 The Kodak camera’s ease of use and large adoption rates sped it through the privacy
panic cycle in a rapid manner.
Not everyone saw the benefits of this innovation, and as it began to become more popular,
privacy fundamentalists raised alarms about the technology. With so many people carrying
around cameras, people became concerned that their picture would be taken without
permission. The media grabbed hold of this fear. In the summer of 1888, one newspaper,
the Hartford Courant, wrote the following: “Beware the Kodak. The sedate citizen can't
indulge in any hilariousness without the risk of being caught in the act and having his
photograph passed around among his Sunday school children.” 48 Suddenly, people feared
that cameras threatened their privacy and reputation. By 1890 this technology had moved
to its Rising Panic stage.
Privacy fundamentalists, buoyed by newspapers of the day, built up the idea of the “Kodak
fiend,” a person who took unflattering pictures or pictures without permission.49 The
Hawaiian Gazette described the Kodak fiend this way:
“Have you seen the Kodak fiend? Well, he has seen you. He caught your expression
yesterday while you were in recently talking at the Post Office. He has taken you at a
disadvantage and transfixed your uncouth position and passed it on to be laughed at by
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friend and foe alike. His click is heard on every hand. He is merciless and omnipresent
and has as little conscience and respect for proprieties as the verist hoodlum. What with
Kodak fiends and phonographs and electric search lights, modern inventive genius is
certainly doing its level best to lay us all bare to the gaze of our fellow men.” 50
The New York Times wrote of Kodak fiends snapping pictures of women without their
permission and of threats made against those who used their cameras too freely. 51 Local
governments and businesses subsequently banned Kodak cameras at beaches and other
outdoor spaces. One beach resort feared the Kodak fiend so much it posted the notice,
“People are forbidden to use their Kodaks on the beach.”52 In fact, one journalist described
a situation in which young men in Britain formed a “Vigilance Association” with the sole
purpose of “thrashing the cads with cameras who go about at seaside places taking
snapshots of ladies emerging from the deep.”53 The portable camera was also banned from
the Washington Monument.54 Indeed, these privacy concerns continued to ramp up to a
fever pitch over the next decade as the technology grew in popular use.
Then in 1900, Eastman created the next camera installment, the Brownie, a camera that
only cost $1, and rolls of film that were only $0.15 each. 55 Within the first year, Eastman
sold 150,000 Brownie cameras. In fact, sales were so high that by 1905 a third of American
households owned some sort of camera.56 With the increased use of the Brownie came
another invention, the postcard. With the enhancement of printing techniques and
economies of scale brought by cheaper cameras, postcards decreased in cost from two cents
to one, and became incredibly popular. For example, on a single day in September 1906,
an astonishing 200,000 postcards were postmarked from Coney Island alone.57 This
increased and wide-spread use of the technology helped acclimatize the public to its
popular use. By 1910, the portable camera’s privacy panic cycle had moved on past the
Height of Hysteria towards its Deflating Fears stage, as increasing numbers of people used
the technology and grew to appreciate its benefits.
Undoubtedly, the privacy fears of the portable camera existed long after the Kodak’s
privacy panic cycle moved past its Point of Practicality into the Moving On stage, but these
incidents were relatively rare.58 These fears ultimately subsided as new cameras were
invented. Today, all but a small fringe of consumers worry about the privacy implications
of basic handheld cameras. Of course as companies create new camera technologies or
embed cameras in new devices, such as wearable devices or cell phones, the privacy panic
cycle revives.
Transistors
In the late 1940s, a group of Bell Lab employees invented the transistor—a key
technological advancement that set the stage for the modern computing era. Over the next
decade, the transistor existed in its Trusting Beginnings stage, where the technology was
not yet widely used or known. Indeed noted privacy researcher Alan Westin observed that
the 15 years after World War II saw little development in information technology and high
public trust in government and businesses. 59
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Figure 6: The privacy panic cycle of the transistor.

However, while the transistor became the building block for the modern day microchip,
it also enabled electronic eavesdropping. Without the transistor and the printed circuit,
miniaturization would not have been possible, and with it came the invention of the
“bug”—miniaturized microphones used to record someone’s conversation without
their knowledge. Privacy fundamentalists cried foul, anticipating wide-spread abuse.
As transistor manufacturing got better, the technology got smaller and privacy
concerns swelled.
By the late 1950s, the transistor was in the Rising Panic stage. At the time, much of that
decade’s hysteria over national security threats had dwindled, but it was quickly replaced by
a growing fear of organized crime. In 1957, federal investigators used surveillance to
uncover a gathering of organized crime kingpins in Apalachin, New York. This subsequent
news coverage raised awareness not only about crime syndicates, but also about snooping
from transistor-enabled technologies, which in turn elevated fears about these devices in the
national consciousness.
The “bug in the martini” took this fear to a new level. When Hal Lipset, a private detective
from San Francisco, testified before a U.S. Senate subcommittee in 1959 on these issues, he
decided to use miniature transistor technology as a gimmick to showcase the
surreptitiousness of budding devices. Lipset hid a recording device prior to his testimony,
which he used to record the hearing. He then played it back for the senators. The senators
disliked the stunt, believing it was proof that private electronic snooping had gotten out of
hand, both because of improvements to the technology and because of the lack of
prosecutions associated with illegal snooping under weak privacy laws at the time.60 This
further perpetuated a privacy uproar aimed at this technology.
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Sen. Edward Long (D-MI), chairman of the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on
Administrative Practice, called a hearing in 1965 to discuss bugging technologies and
invited Lipset to testify. The senator believed the best solution to bugging was a law
requiring licensing of all bugging equipment, and called the hearing to justify his proposed
privacy law.61 This time Lipset alerted the senator’s staff in advance of his intentions to
make a dramatic gesture, and the staff encouraged him to do something to gin up
headlines.62 So Lipset hid a bug in a fake olive plopped inside an empty cocktail glass (no
liquid could be used or the device would have short-circuited). In the hearing, Sen. Long
played along with Lipset as he demonstrated a bug in the flowers left on the senator’s desk
and the olive in the martini glass. Cameras from national newspapers and television news
stations captured the performance, elevating these false privacy concerns to their peak.
The rest of the hearing devolved into a discussion about the martini olive, as senators kept
referring to it and asking questions about it. Lipset saw the senators’ reaction and
romanticized the idea, talking about bug variants disguised as lemon peels or onions
instead of olives. No one seemed to notice how impractical it was; the oversized antenna
masquerading as a toothpick had a limited range and the microphone would not work if
there was any liquid in the glass. However, the gimmick succeeded in capturing national
attention as the “bug in the martini” became a common reference point for the loss of
privacy to inconspicuous bugging devices.

Figure 7: Life magazine from May 1966, which included an image of a bug in
63
a martini.

The press readily fed this hysteria. In May 1966, Life magazine—the most widely
circulated magazine of the time—published an issue with a full-color picture of a woman
pulling back her dress to reveal a transmitter taped to her back (figure 7).64 The
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implications of this issue were that ordinary citizens were conducting illegal surveillance of
one another more than ever before. While Life reported that any surveillance by law
enforcement could help their work, the magazine had something different to say about
access to this technology by ordinary citizens:
“That justification does not exist for the growing legions of private citizens—
businessmen, union officials, employers, suspicious spouses—who find it ridiculously
easy to indulge in electronic spying. They ca n choose from a vast array of inexpensive,
easy-to-install snooping devices which can be bought over the counter with no questions
asked.” 65
The issue focused on the myriad of ways citizens could spy on each other. Life published
several 11-inch colored photographs of devices, including one of a tiny transmitter inside of
fake plastic olive inside a cocktail glass with a clear liquid in it—further perpetuating the
myth. The caption on the photo read, “Plopped in a martini, it can transmit cocktail party
conversation 100 feet.”66 In the end, the hysteria was driven by fears not facts. Life’s
proposition that “legions of private citizens” would start using illegal electronic surveillance
never materialized.
Nevertheless, privacy concerns against transistor-enabled electronic surveillance ramped up
to a fever pitch, and by 1967 the privacy panic cycle for this technology had hit its Height
of Hysteria. In January of 1967, President Johnson mentioned the right to privacy in
his State of the Union address saying, “We should outlaw all wiretapping, public and
private… except when the security of the nation itself is at stake and only with the strictest
of safeguards.” 67
The public’s fears of transistors as a serious threat to privacy waned as they came to
understand the technology. As privacy concerns declined, the zeal for legislation died. Sen.
Long subsequently lost his 1968 reelection bid, calling his defeat a “victory for the
wiretapper, snooper, and federal bureaucrat” who invades the privacy of ordinary citizens. 68
In his last year of office, Johnson signed into law a sweeping wiretapping legislation that
spelled out rules for how the government could use electronic surveillance, including the
use of bugs. The 1968 law also made it a federa l crime to manufacture, distribute, possess,
advertise, sell, or ship any electronic devices that would be primarily used for
surreptitiously monitoring conversations. Johnson did not like signing the bill, doing so
only because elements in it had been suggested by his administration due to the
assassinations of Martin Luther King Jr. and Senator Robert F. Kennedy in 1968. 69 In fact,
while he signed the bill into law, Johnson grumbled to himself that the bill would help
confine “wiretapping and eavesdropping to national security cases only—and then only
with the approval of the Attorney General.”70
While the “bug in the martini” became a catchphrase in the 1970s for the unconstrained
ability to listen to conversations by nefarious individuals, the focus of the population on
transistor-enabled bugs continued to decrease. 71 By the 1980s, this technology was in its
Moving On stage and most people had no privacy concerns about bugs, but rather about
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other newer technologies. The privacy fundamentalists had moved to other technologies,
and the bug in the martini was relegated to the dustbin of history.
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) Tags
Radio frequency identification (RFID) tags began with a single shade of lipstick. When
Procter & Gamble launched Oil of Olay’s ColorMoist Hazelnut No. 650 in 1997, the
dark-red lipstick was extremely popular.72 Four in ten stores that carried this product
rapidly sold out and P&G realized it needed a more efficient means to keep the lipstick in
stock. In response, Kevin Ashton—a young brand manager in charge of the new product—
attempted to find a means of tracking items through the supply chain so that store
managers knew when to replenish their shelves.73 Ashton soon identified RFID as a
possible solution to this problem and reached out to two Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT) professors, Sanjay Sarma and David Brock, to test his hypothesis. These
three invented a system in which each product was identified using an RFID tag with a
unique 96-bit code, or Electronic Product Code (EPC), as well as a machine, called a
reader, which could identify each tag individually. Until suppliers began placing RFID tags
on consumer goods, RFID avoided public controversy and stayed in its Trusting
Beginnings stage through the early 2000s.74
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Figure 8: The privacy panic cycle of RFID.

By 2003, more than 100 companies had joined MIT’s Auto-ID Center to pursue the
integration of low-cost RFID tags on all products in order to track them through the
supply chain. At the time, these retail giants and manufacturers were losing billions of
dollars a year to lost or stolen items.75 For example, at the time Gillette’s razor blades were
one of the most commonly stolen items.76 The problem was not the shoplifter who
pocketed a package of razors from the store, but rather the theft of large quantities of razors
from within the company’s supply chain. By tracking individual packages, RFID
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technologies help maximize the level of visibility that companies have in their supply chains
so that they can hold each part of the chain accountable, catching and reducing bulk
theft.77 As the private sector widely started to contemplate using this new technology,
concerns driven by loss of privacy and paranoia from the general public started to rise.
Some of the most outspoken critics famously referred to RFID chips worn on a person to
be the “Mark of the Beast” from the Book of Revelation in the Bible.78

Some of the most
outspoken critics
said that RFID chips
worn on a person
were the “Mark of
the Beast” from the
Book of Revelation.

By 2002, the Rising Panic stage started for RFID as privacy advocacy groups seized upon
the privacy concerns surrounding the new technology, and started broadcasting fears of its
abuse. The Consumers Against Supermarket Privacy Invasion and Numbering (CASPIAN)
consumer-rights group, which was founded in 1999 by Katherine Albrecht, a consumer
privacy advocate, to protest supermarket loyalty card programs, took up the mantle of
combating the roll out of RFID chips. In Albrecht’s version of a dystopian future, a grocery
store could scan a consumer’s credit card when he or she entered the store (from within his
or her bag), and track the consumer’s movements and purchases throughout in the store.79
This information would then find its way into “big brother” government hands.80 Albrecht
also seized onto and perpetuated the apocalyptic claims for RFID, claiming that this
technology had “biblical implications.”81 Albrecht published several books to dissuade the
adoption of RFID technologies.82 One book, Spychips, presented a dystopian future in
which corporations and governments created a “master plan” where hidden RFID readers
were placed around stores and the community, tracking every purchase and by association
every person. And the media helped perpetuate these ridiculous claims. Over the next
decade, Albrecht would be cited in articles in the New York Times, the Washington Post, the
Wall Street Journal, Time magazine, Salon, CNN, the BBC, and many more, and asked to
write about privacy for mainstream magazines like Scientific American.83
The first major privacy concern pushed by privacy fundamentalists was the belief that the
retail industry would abuse this technology on a large scale. CASPIAN believed that if a
retailer would put RFID tags on every good, especially clothing, then it would use these
tags to track not only purchases, but also individual movements. During its campaign,
CASPIAN took on a number of large retail and supermarket stores. In 2003, CASPIAN
and other privacy advocates pressured Italian retailer Benetton (BNG) into rescinding its
trial of RFID when the company announced plans to embed RFID tags in its Sisley line of
women’s clothing.84 Then, in a similar effort, CASPIAN went on to protest the plan of a
Wal-Mart store in Brockton, Massachusetts to widely roll out RFID in its stores after it
tested smart shelves at one of its locations. The campaign worked, and Wal-Mart would
not fully deploy RFID until nearly seven years later.85 CASPIAN was effective, in part,
because consumers at the time knew little about RFID technology. A 2004 survey of more
than 1,000 U.S. adults found that only 23 percent of respondents had heard of the
technology.86 Moreover, 40 percent of respondents feared that RFID tags could be read
from afar, despite this not being technically possible.87 In 2005, CASPIAN launched a
worldwide plan to boycott Tesco, the multinational grocery and general merchandise
retailer, over concerns related to the store’s increasing use of RFID.88 Tesco had also
planned to explore tagging individual items with the technology.89 In 2006, CASPIAN
then targeted Levi Strauss & Company when it planned a trial using RFID tags clipped to
the outside of the garment to focus on inventory management.90
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CASPIAN also raised the concern that the government would mandate microchip implants
in humans to track their movements. This would then lead to a surveillance society where,
according to Albrecht, “networked RFID readers called ‘person tracking units’ would be
incorporated virtually everywhere people go–in ‘shopping malls, airports, train stations, bus
stations, elevators, trains, airplanes, restrooms, sports arenas, libraries, theaters, [and]
museums’—to closely monitor people’s movements.”91 The hysteria caught on, and soon
politicians and the media were repeating these claims. Bolstered by privacy advocates,
several states—including California, North Dakota, Wisconsin, and Washington—passed
laws banning coerced chip implants.92 However, chip implants were rare and optional. In
one well-known example, a bar offered a customer loyalty program where patrons could
have a chip around the size of a grain of rice implanted in their arms, as a “fraud-proof”
way to pay their tab.93 In another example, a Florida family had tags containing their
complete medical histories implanted under their skin to ensure “health security.”94 Both of
these stories made headlines and elicited slippery-slope arguments from privacy advocates,
but neither case involved the government and the implants did not allow the individuals
involved to be tracked in either case.
During the Rising Panic, attempts by the government to use the technology caught the
public eye. When the International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) outlined plans in
2004 to create an international “identity register” that would standardize the use of RFID
technology in all government-issued passports by 2015, 39 civil liberties groups, including
CASPIAN, the EFF, and the ACLU, sent a letter to the organization opposing the plan.95
In 2006, the United States complied with the ICAO’s standards, rolling out an initiative
where all new passports would be equipped with RFID tags.96 The public outcry grew over
concerns that the government would use this to track individuals or that passports would
get stolen and the data on them copied.97
By 2007, RFID had reached its Height of Hysteria and the public’s fears about RFID
began to diminish. However, privacy fundamentalists, through the media, continued to
create micro panics. For example, in 2010, when Wal-Mart finally incorporated RFID into
its stores, there was a large spike of activity as the public eye focused once again on the
technology. That same year, several local governments also received backlash for trying to
use RFID to monitor recycling. For example, Charlotte, North Carolina employed trash
tags to “find which areas aren’t recycling as often and to start education initiatives there.”98
Many privacy advocates cried foul that this was a veiled attempt to “out” those who failed
to properly recycle. According to them, “Bin Brother” was out to get consumers if they
mixed up their plastics.
RFID is likely still in its Deflating Fears stage of its privacy panic cycle. People are still
getting used to the technology and there are occasional flare-ups of public concern. For
example, in 2014 New Hampshire prohibited schools from requiring students to wear
identification devices with RFID without going through a public hearing and without the
consent of their parents.99 However, most of these concerns have indeed disappeared. Part
of the reason for this is that most concerns never materialized or were proven incorrect. For
example, this technology can only be read from a few feet away (as anyone who has
unsuccessfully swiped an RFID-enabled transit card or hotel key can confirm). In order to
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create a massive tracking system, RFID readers would have to be hidden everywhere. For
example, when it came to Levi incorporating the tech into its product supply chain, tags
were easily removable and could only be read from within one to three feet.100 If RFID
chips were used as surveillance implants, someone would need to get within a few inches of
a reader for the chip to be detected. Therefore, it is impractical to create a surveillance state
with this technology.101 Indeed, there are many reasons why CASPIAN’s dystopia never
came about.102
Most of the negative privacy claims about RFID technology were unsubstantiated, but the
benefits afforded by the RFID were very real. Many manufacturers and retailers saw
increases in sales and reduced labor costs associated with the roll out of RFID technology.
Rather than stopping the rollout of RFID technologies, the industry reacted by creating
privacy guidelines for its use.103 Many retailers started using safeguards, such as “kill
codes”—a feature that disarms the RFID’s ability to communicate after it leaves the store.
Some companies even invented mechanisms to help the industry eliminate privacy risks,
such as the global standards organization GS1’s Privacy Impact Assessment Tool that helps
companies conduct self-assessments of privacy risks associated with RFID technologies. 104
These efforts and benefits, when combined with the fact that fears never materialized,
helped to calm the public fears about RFID.
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Figure 9: Number of articles on RFID privacy from 2000 to 2015, by two-year period.

105

The privacy panic cycle is reflected in the news coverage of RFID privacy issues. As shown
in figure 9, the number of news articles with the key words “RFID” and “privacy” began
climbing around 2003, peaked in 2007, and then has begun to drop off. During this time,
RFID deployment faced a series of controversies in which privacy fundamentalists often
incorrectly asserted that businesses or government would use RFID chips in an
underhanded way to track people’s movements, purchases, or habits, and during these
times there were occasional spikes in reporting, but there was still a downward trend.
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PRIVACY PANIC CYCLES OF CURRENT TECHNOLOGY
Many technologies go through the privacy panic cycle. This section will briefly highlight
where 10 technologies reside on the privacy panic cycle.

Behavioral Advertising
Search Engines
Facial Recognition
Wearables
Google Street View

Connected Vehicles

Public
Concern

Internet of Things
Drones
E-Prescribing

Gene
Sequencing

Trusting
Beginnings

Rising
Panic

Deflating
Fears

Moving
On

Time

Figure 10: Current technologies on the privacy panic cycle.

Gene Sequencing
Gene sequencing is a relatively nascent technology, and it has only recently become
affordable for consumers. In early 2014, the human genome sequencing company Illumina
announced it would begin shipping a device capable of sequencing the human genome for
under $1,000—a significant drop from a decade earlier when the cost was $10 million.106
Consumer privacy concerns for this technology are still minimal, as this technology is late
in its Trusting Beginnings stage. To be sure, the Presidential Commission for the Study of
Bioethical Issues has published extensively on the privacy issues involved with gene
sequencing.107 Several experts and a few media outlets have also published on this issue. 108
But partly because no one has been able to bring this technology to scale and partly because
of its obscurity, these concerns have not been elevated to the public consciousness yet. This
technology has yet to hit its Point of Panic, at which point these concerns will likely
become more widespread.
Drones
Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS), commonly referred to as drones, have captured the
public’s attention, first when Jeff Bezos, the CEO of Amazon, announced in 2013 that he
envisioned drones delivering packages to people.109 Since then, there has been a lively
debate about the integration of drones into the U.S. airspace. This debate has been
punctuated by a series of events where drones were used in questionable ways, including
incidents involving drones flying over the White House grounds and a device laced with
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radiation landing on the Japanese Prime Minister’s office.110 Wide-spread commercial
drone use is likely still some years away.111

The privacy fears
coalescing around
drones will continue
to build
until the technology
is integrated into
society and
commonsense
legislation is
crafted to mitigate
actual harms while
protecting
innovation.

However, this has not stopped privacy fundamentalists from raising the alarm over the
potential abuse of this technology—by the government or other actors. The American Civil
Liberties Union argued, “The prospect of routine aerial surveillance… if unchecked by
appropriate legal protections, brings our country a large step closer to a ‘surveillance
society’ in which every move is monitored, tracked, recorded, and scrutinized by the
authorities.”112 These fears have started to build outside the realm of privacy
fundamentalists, and there has been rapid growth in high-profile press coverage devoted to
the privacy concerns associated with drones.113 Indeed, the Point of Panic with this
emerging technology is reflected in President Obama’s executive order directing the
National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) to conduct a
multistakeholder working group on this technology’s privacy issues.114 The NTIA had
conducted one of these meetings at the time of this writing. When the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA), the agency that handles safety issues with all U.S. flights, deferred
to the president’s order and decided not to include privacy rules as part of its UAS
rulemaking, one privacy group sued the FAA asking the regulator to consider privacy rules
as part of its rulemaking, instead of only focusing on safety.115 Furthermore, at least 26
states have passed laws restricting in some way how law enforcement or private citizens can
use these devices, often in ways that many drone users call “heavy-handed.”116
Given the prevalence of privacy advocates in the debate, the use of privacy rhetoric by
policymakers when they discuss the technology, and the frequency of commercial drone
coverage by the media, this technology has moved into its Rising Panic stage. Indeed, a
2014 survey found that nearly three-fifths of U.S. adults have privacy concerns about
drones, despite only 3 percent of respondents having actually operated one.117 The privacy
fears coalescing around this technology will continue to build until the technology is
integrated into society and commonsense legislation is crafted to mitigate actual harms
while protecting innovation.
Connected Vehicles
Many car manufacturers have begun to equip their vehicles with Internet connectivity and
sensors to allow a host of “infotainment” features such as real-time traffic and weather
information, hands-free voice calling, and navigation assistance. These features will not
only make travel more comfortable and convenient, they will also improve vehicle safety.
For example, a connected vehicle may automatically alert dispatchers in the event of an
accident so that first responders can arrive sooner.118 AT&T has predicted that by 2017, 10
million connected vehicles will be on the roadways.119 But despite these expected benefits,
privacy fundamentalists and some lawmakers have started to raise the alarm over potential
privacy issues.
Many privacy fundamentalists have objected to routine collection of data about drivers,
especially geolocation information. When California approved Google to operate its
autonomous vehicles on the state’s highways, one consumer-protection group opposed the
approval, saying Google would likely use the opportunity for “collection and use of
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voluminous personal information about us and our movements…”120 Similarly, some
privacy fundamentalists worry that vehicle data would be a rich new stream of personal
information for governments to generate tickets or prosecute drivers after accidents.121 In
2015, Sen. Ed Markey (D-MA) released a report saying that the increased connectivity of
vehicles is putting the privacy of drivers at risk.122 As a result, Sen. Markey and Sen.
Richard Blumenthal (D-CT) introduced the Security and Privacy in Your Car Act of 2015,
(SPY Car Act), to direct federal officials to create IT security and privacy standards for all
vehicle electronics and in-vehicle networks.123
Based upon how the media, policymakers, and privacy fundamentalists are reacting to this
technology, connected vehicles are in the Rising Panic stage.
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Internet of Things
The Internet of Things refers to an interconnected environment where all manner of
objects are embedded with sensors and transmitters that enable a digital presence and the
ability to communicate with other objects and people.124 The potential for this trend is
huge: the number of “things” connected to the Internet is expected to rise to 50 billion by
2020, and to include a vast number of devices from connected cars to intelligent light bulbs
and smart trash cans.125 But since 2009, when the number of connected devices surpassed
the number of people, a growing number of privacy fundamentalists have begun talking
about this technology. The Internet of Things is in the Rising Panic stage, where the public
has begun to express privacy concerns about the Internet of Things without fully
understanding its benefits.
This stage, as previously discussed, is punctuated by privacy advocates crying wolf,
hyperbolic media stories, and policymakers perpetuating needless alarm.126 This has led the
Federal Trade Commission (FTC) to issue a report focusing more on the privacy risks than
on the benefits of connected devices.127 As the technology continues to weave its way into
society, people will likely become less concerned about the privacy implications and more
comfortable with the technology.
Wearables
Wearables are one subset of the Internet of Things that has advanced past other connected
systems in terms of public awareness, privacy concerns, and integration into society.
Wearables are on the rise: the number of shipments of wearable devices is expected to grow
to 138 million in 2018.128 Wearable networked devices have surged into the public eye
with such notable devices as Apple Watch, Fitbit, Jawbone, and Google Glass. These
devices are expected to benefit consumers. For example, one clinician devised a program
that offered the Pebble+ fitness tracker to employees who met activity goals, which resulted
in reduced medication costs, emergency room visits, and sick days.129 Similarly, Apple
Watch sends warning messages to its wearers when they have been sitting too long,
reducing the risk of cancer and high blood pressure associated with prolonged sitting.130
Google Glass offers opportunities for health care and education, such as live streaming
routine surgery for medical students to actively learn.131
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Privacy fundamentalists have argued that these technologies create serious privacy concerns.
For example, I Am The Cavalry (IATC)—a cybersecurity research nonprofit focused on
reducing risks related to the Internet of Things—has raised concerns about how these
devices are used. Josh Corman, the co-founder of IATC said, “I think what will happen is
that there is going to be enough people spied upon by ex-girlfriends or boyfriends, or
distrust their government, or get hurt from IoT devices, and we’re gonna realize we did too
much.”132 Privacy advocates are also concerned that in the rush for cheaper, faster, and
smaller devices, companies will not consider the privacy implications of the technology.133
Adam Tomvim, the CEO of TrustLayers Inc., a Massachusetts-based security company
said, “[2015] is going to be the year of privacy by disaster. Instead of everything being
designed properly, it's going to be the year where we see quantified-self data leak, and that's
when the data-gathering companies are going to realize they need to care for the misuse of
the data they collect at the same scale that they analyze the data.” 134 These privacy
concerns, buoyed along by media coverage devoted to the privacy concerns of wearables
have raised the issue into the public consciousness. Indeed, PricewaterhouseCoopers, a
multinational professional services network, found in a 2014 survey that 82 percent of U.S.
adults were concerned that wearable technologies would invade their privacy.135 As this
evidence shows, wearables are in the Rising Panic stage.
F

One wearable technology elicited greater privacy panic than most: Google Glass. Many
people mistakenly believed that Google Glass constantly records video (which is not
feasible with today’s batteries).136 Privacy groups formed to combat this technology. One
group, called Stop the Cyborgs, offered free anti-Google Glass signs and art on its website
for businesses to notify customers the technology is prohibited.137 Several states examined
whether or not to ban Google Glass behind the wheel or limit the locations in which these
devices could be worn or used.138 Soon several restaurants and bars started to ban them.139
One such restaurant, the Lost Lake Café & Lounge in Seattle, banned the use of Google
Glass while inside, yet encouraged patrons to post photos taken at the business from their
smartphones to Instagram and tag them #LostLake.140 People even began to refer to wearers
of this technology as “glassholes,” a phrase that harkens back to the “Kodak fiends” of the
late 1800s.141 However, over the last decade, wearables have been increasingly accepted into
society as people interact positively with them.
Facial Recognition
Facial recognition is a subset of image recognition computer-based technology that is able
to automatically detect and identify human faces. This technology, first developed in the
1960s, presents a difficult challenge for computer scientists, because while humans are very
good at identifying faces, teaching a computer to do the same is much more difficult.142
To their credit, since 1960 computer scientists have gotten much better at using
technology to recognize similar faces with algorithms. However, throughout it all, privacy
fundamentalists have continued to oppose this technical advancement, regardless
of the benefits it brings, such as increased security or modest productivity gains on
social networks.143
Facial recognition technology hit its Point of Panic during the 2001 National Football
League’s Super Bowl XXXV. The FBI used cameras to take photos of 100,000 fans as they
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entered the turnstiles of the event, matching them to known criminals in law enforcement
databases and alerting the FBI if there was a match. 144 This event—dubbed the “snooper
bowl” by privacy fundamentalists—succeeded in elevating this technology to the national
consciousness. In recent years, privacy fundamentalists, helped by the media, have also
been concerned with the use of this technology by private companies. For example,
Facebook faced their ire when it incorporated this technology into its service to help
streamline the photo tagging experience—in which users “tag” or identify their friends in
the pictures they post to their profile.145
F

Indeed, policymakers have also delved into this technology. The FTC conducted a
workshop and subsequently issued a list of best practices for companies that use facial
recognition, including designing their products with security in mind and considering the
sensitivity of information when they collect it (e.g., not setting up cameras in places where
children play).146 Similarly, NTIA has organized a stakeholder working group to develop a
voluntary code of conduct around the use of facial recognition in many commercial
contexts.147 For example, NTIA set a voluntary code for facial recognition in mobile apps
in 2013.148 In 2015, several consumer privacy groups abandoned the working group
because they felt the proposed code of conduct would not do enough to protect privacy.149
Facial recognition systems are still in their Rising Panic stage where the media,
policymakers, and privacy fundamentalists continue to foment concerns. As the businesses
and consumers adopt the technology, people see the convenience offered by this
technology, and as it is used to improve security, concerns over its abuse will decrease.
Online Advertising
Online advertising is the predominant funding mechanism of the digital economy,
allowing users to enjoy an unlimited amount of free content and services. In order to place
the best possible advertisements for individual users and therefore increase their ad revenue
and improve their services, websites often track their users’ behavior and advertise based on
that behavior. However, privacy fundamentalists have consistently railed against the
practice, proclaiming that people are both losing their privacy and being hurt by free
services that require personal data to properly function.
Privacy fundamentalists argue that companies are guilty of harm simply by gathering
personal data, ignoring the facts that these users opt-in to these services and that this
information is often used for innocuous purposes. As Marc Rotenberg of the Electronic
Privacy Information Center has said, “Businesses will often treat such information as assets.
Companies won’t say it directly in their privacy policies, but they want people to concede
that when you give the company your information, the company owns it and can do what
it wants with it.”150 To stop this technology, in 2007, a coalition of consumer privacy
groups proposed “Do Not Track”—a single mechanism to opt-out of all online profiling
for targeted advertising.151
Responding to the concerns, the FTC released a proposed set of rules for industry selfregulation, and the online advertising industry created its own set of principles. By 2010,
the Digital Advertising Alliance, a group that represents the online advertising industry,
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had codified these rules into an enforceable code of conduct for the industry.152 With this
agreement, the FTC can hold online advertisers responsible for their stated advertising
practices and sanction infringing companies.
Despite this, privacy fundamentalists and the media continue to agonize over the
information that companies collect on customers. Indeed, government watchdogs from
Spain, Italy, France, and Germany, have recently begun investigating the way in which
Facebook collects data on its users to deliver relevant advertisements.153 Behavioral
advertising is in its late Rising Panic stage.
Search Engines
Search engines use automated software to index websites, harvesting information as they
go. When a user makes a query, the search engine delivers a list of websites ranked in order
of relevance to the keywords used in the search. Search engines, such as Google and Bing,
make finding information easy and convenient, and allow users to harness the potential of
the Internet. However, privacy activists are worried that search engines make consumer
information too accessible, while others are uneasy with how long these search engines
retain individual search histories. Fears about the records kept by search engines have been
around for a long time. The Point of Panic happened when Google introduced a personal
search tracker in 2005 that keeps a history of each user’s search.154 In 2006, the
Department of Justice asked Google to turn over a week’s worth of searches, further
sparking outcry from privacy advocates.155 Privacy fundamentalists and regulators soon
began to focus on how long search engines retained their data on individual search
histories. In 2007, under pressure brought by European privacy officials and the Federal
Trade Commission (the latter of which was spurred to act by complaints from privacy
groups), search engines changed the length of time they retained that data.156 Google
changed its policy to anonymize search data that it collects after 18-24 months.157
Microsoft and AOL also implemented measures to obfuscate user identifying information
from search results after 13 to 18 months. 158 Despite these efforts, some privacy groups
continued to push for federal legislation to reduce the time companies held this data.159 In
2008, under pressure to reduce this period from European regulators, Yahoo reduced it to
90 days.160
F

Privacy fundamentalists have raised concerns over the permanence of search listings.
Whether due to a youthful mistake or embarrassing photographs, some people want to edit
their online past.161 In May 2014, the European Court of Justice ruled that Europeans have
the “right to be forgotten,” e.g., the ability to protect their online privacy by requesting
search engines to remove links from queries associated with their names if those results are
irrelevant, inappropriate, or outdated.162 Google has since complied with the order on its
European domains, reviewing over a quarter of a million removal requests and honored
roughly 41 percent of them as of May 2015.163 Recently, France’s privacy regulator called
for Google to expand these results to be wiped from every domain worldwide.164 Privacy
advocates have raised these concerns in the United States. In July 2015, Consumer
Watchdog, a privacy advocacy organization, sent a letter to the FTC demanding that the
government force Google to extend the right to be forgotten to U.S. citizens.165
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While concerns over search engines have bubbled to the surface recently in Europe, search
engines are well understood and frequently used by the majority of Americans. Therefore,
because much of the panic cycle has already passed, these fears are less likely to spread.
Indeed, as FTC Chairwoman Edith Ramirez has indicated, the right to be forgotten is
unlikely to “pass constitutional muster” in the United States due to First Amendment
issues.166 Search engines are likely in their Deflating Fears stage.
Google Street View
Google started gathering imagery for its Google Maps service back in 2007 to allow users
to explore Google’s online maps as high-resolution panoramic pictures, allowing people to
take street-level tours of specific locations from the comfort of their own home.167 The
project, dubbed Street View, initially launched in several cities throughout the United
States, but has since expanded to both cities and rural areas globally. Before launching the
service, Google put in place easily accessible mechanisms for users to flag inappropriate or
sensitive imagery for Google to review and remove.168 However, the project immediately
elicited privacy concerns when it depicted several unedited photographs of people going
about their lives: a man picking his nose, protestors outside of an abortion clinic, a couple
sunbathing, and men leaving a strip club.169 Privacy fundamentalists reacted to Google’s
new service, saying the company had gone too far. For example, in response to Street View,
an analyst with the EFF said, “Everyone expects a certain level of anonymity as they move
about their daily lives."170 To be sure, these images were taken on public property and are
no different than if a person had captured them on a personal camera while walking down
the street.
In 2008, in an attempt to balance user privacy with the online ability to navigate the world,
Google introduced a face-blurring technology that obfuscates the identities of people
captured in Street View.171 In addition, Google responded to concerns by blurring license
plate numbers, removing personally identifiable details, and even lowering the height of its
cameras to avoid capturing photos of people in compromising situations through the
windows of their home. Nevertheless, Google continued to face privacy pushback as it
rolled out this service worldwide. For example, when Google brought Street View to
Europe in 2010, several countries asked the company to purge its unblurred photographs
from its databases and post its image-capturing schedule online.172
While many concerns over Google’s use of real-world imagery have subsided since 2010,
some concerns remain.173 Google’s Street View mapping technology is currently in its
Deflating Fears stage.
E-Prescribing
Until recently, most doctors would write prescriptions on paper to be delivered by hand or
fax, or call them in to a pharmacy. Electronic prescribing (e-prescribing) allows doctors to
send a prescription to a pharmacy electronically, thereby improving prescription legibility,
boosting efficiency, increasing convenience, and reducing prescription errors.174 The
Institute of Medicine has estimated that 1.5 million preventable adverse drug events—
those that result from medical errors—occur in the United States each year and more than
7,000 of those deaths are linked to poor handwriting and prescription filling errors.175 A
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2010 study found that e-prescribing significantly reduced prescription errors, from 37
errors per 100 prescriptions among non-adopters to 7 errors per 100 prescriptions among
those who used an e-prescribing system.176 Furthermore, by sending the prescription
directly to pharmacies, e-prescribing improves the rate at which patients take their
medicine as prescribed, a costly problem which in the United States contributes to nearly
125,000 deaths per year and $177 billion annually in the form of increased hospitalizations
and other complications.177
E-prescribing increased following the Medicare Modernization Act, which created
standards for e-prescribing that went into effect on January 1, 2006, and established eprescribing pilot projects.178 By 2008, health care providers sent approximately 78 million
e-prescriptions, more than double the 2007 total of 35 million.179 Despite the medical
community’s support for e-prescribing, privacy fundamentalists began opposing these
efforts. The Coalition for Patient Privacy, a network of organizations created by the privacy
advocacy group Patient Privacy Rights, mounted an opposition movement to vocally
denounce e-prescribing as a flagrant attack on patient privacy.180 For example, Deborah
Peel, founder of Patient Privacy Rights, argued fervently that consumers should rally
against e-prescriptions because it would allow employers to find out sensitive information
about their employees, such as that “they take an anti-anxiety medication or that they are
being treated for an STD.”181 She further said, “Would you sit there and watch a house
burn down, or let somebody bleed to death before your eyes and do nothing? Or would try
to stop those harms? Now that we know beyond a shadow of a doubt that the systemic
theft and misuse of personal data is occurring, why wouldn’t we do all we can to stop it
now, starting with e-prescribing?”182 Similarly, Tim Sparapani, the former senior legislative
counsel for the ACLU, said standardizing patient records into an electronic format would
make it easier for pharmacies to sell and trade electronic records, potentially violating
patient privacy rights.183
These concerns did not stop the rollout of e-prescribing. In 2008, Congress overrode a
presidential veto to enact a new Medicare law that, in addition to changing the coverage
program, encouraged doctors to write e-prescriptions by increasing payments to physicians
using e-prescriptions for their patients.184 Then, in 2010, the U.S. Drug Enforcement
Administration cleared another hurdle by legalizing the e-prescribing of controlled
substances.185 Eventually every state changed its prescribing regulations to develop eprescription systems that complied with these rules. In 2015, Vermont became the last
state to change its rules allowing for the e-prescription of controlled substances.186
Privacy concerns over e-prescriptions have declined in recent years, and this technology is
currently in the Moving On stage.

CONCLUSION
Newer and better technologies have continued to evolve, but often more slowly than they
should because of the objections of privacy fundamentalists and the actions policymakers
take on their behalf. Recognizing the privacy panic cycle helps put these fears into
perspective. Overblown fears about technology often cloud the judgement of those seeking
to understand it, use it, or regulate it. If policymakers do not understand the privacy
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panic cycle they are more likely to advocate for policies that have a deleterious effect
on innovation.
To be sure, privacy will always continue to be an important consideration as technologies
continue to be developed and utilized by both the public and private sector. Concerns for
loss of privacy are as valid today as they were with the introduction of the Kodak camera in
the late 1800s. However, as policymakers, members of the media, and the population
approach new technologies, they should do so with a healthy skepticism of the anticipated
downsides and risks the technology will bring. As history has shown, many of the overinflated claims about loss of privacy have never materialized. Policymakers should not
get caught up in the panics that follow in the wake of new technologies, and they should
not allow hypothetical, speculative, or unverified claims to color the policies they put
in place. Similarly, they should not allow unsubstantiated claims put forth by
privacy fundamentalists to derail legitimate public sector efforts to use technology to
improve society.
There are a number of reasons that these privacy concerns are rarely realized. First,
technologies are often not as powerful as the hype around them suggests. For example,
RFID technologies were not used to orchestrate a surveillance society for many reasons, not
least because their limited range would make this dystopia infeasible. Second, social norms
dissuade many practices that are feasible but undesirable. In addition, businesses are
unlikely to surreptitiously gather or use the personal information about their customers in
invasive ways if doing so would alienate their consumers and hurt their business. In fact,
privacy organizations can do the most good by watching out for real abuses, as opposed to
perceived ones, so that organizations know that if they abuse the public’s trust, this will
likely be widely known. Despite the amount of overblown rhetoric associated with a
technology, both public and private institutions have a duty to create commonsense rules
that allow the technology to flourish while protecting the public from potential abuse. This
means that if applications of these technologies become problematic, regulators and
lawmakers will step in to curtail this abuse.
As policymakers and regulators alike look at solving the complex privacy issues brought by
emerging technology, they should approach all privacy issues with caution. It is difficult,
after all, if not impossible, to predict the pace of technology innovation and how it will
affect society. When they do act to limit technology, policymakers should enact narrowly
targeted laws and regulations that prevent the privacy abuse of new technologies. This is
why—from the Kodak camera to the Internet—most of the most beneficial technologies in
history have come from times when entrepreneurs had the freedom to experiment.
Heightened fears can often encourage policymakers to propose stifling regulations and to
shrink from proactively advancing technological innovation, particularly in sectors with
heavy government involvement, such as energy or transportation. As this report has
documented, the privacy concerns that emerge from most technological innovations are
fleeting at best, and policymakers should consider this as they craft rules and policies
in response.
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